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Animals aggregate around resource hotspots, but what makes one resource more
appealing than another can be difficult to determine. In March 2020 the Antarctic fjord
Charlotte Bay included >5× as many humpback whales as neighboring Wilhelmina Bay,
a site previously known for super aggregations of whales and their prey, Antarctic krill.
We used suction-cup attached bio-logging tags and active acoustic prey mapping to
test the hypothesis that whale abundance in Charlotte Bay would be associated with
higher prey biomass density, and that whale foraging effort would be concentrated in
regions of Charlotte Bay with the highest biomass. Here we show, however, that patch
size and krill length at the depth of foraging were more likely predictors of foraging effort
than biomass. Tagged whales spent >80% of the night foraging, and whales in both
bays demonstrated similar nighttime feeding rates (48.1 ± 4.0 vs. 50.8 ± 16.4 lunges/h).
However, whales in Charlotte Bay foraged for 58% of their daylight hours, compared to
22% in Wilhelmina Bay, utilizing deep (280–450 m) foraging dives in addition to surface
feeding strategies like bubble-netting. Selective foraging on larger krill by humpback
whales has not been previously established, but suggests that whales may be sensitive
to differences in individual prey quality. The utilization of disparate foraging strategies in
different parts of the water column allows humpback whales to target the most desirable
parts of their foraging environments.
Keywords: Antarctic krill, dB differencing, fisheries acoustics, bio-logging, whale scale, bubble-net forging, deep
diving, habitat selection

INTRODUCTION
The fjords along the West Antarctic Peninsula host a large diversity and biomass of marine
organisms. Numerous fish, penguin, pinniped, and cetacean species (Ducklow et al., 2007) persist
on an abundance of the ecological keystone species Antarctic krill, Euphausia superba (Laws, 1985;
Watkins et al., 2004; Trathan and Hill, 2016), that is the primary prey of all baleen whales in
the region and most species of pinnipeds and penguins (Laws, 1985; Trathan and Hill, 2016).
Additionally, regions of seasonal and targeted foraging effort by a variety of krill predators
often overlap with regions targeted by Antarctic krill fisheries, and ecosystem-based fisheries
management approaches are attempting to determine how different aggregation parameters of krill
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in the broader habitat suggested that these whales were selecting
habitat with denser, more evenly distributed prey than the
surrounding region (Cade et al., 2021b). For these large filter
feeders, the size and distribution of dense parts of large prey
patches appear to be key indicators of preferential habitat.
In some years, large aggregations of humpback whales have
been associated with extensive krill patches in the Antarctic
fjord known as Wilhelmina Bay (Nowacek et al., 2011).
During the austral summer of 2020, however, humpback whales
were reportedly abundant in Charlotte Bay, an adjacent fjord
(Figure 1), but less common in Wilhelmina Bay, motivating
our investigation into how the characteristics of krill resources
and the behavior of predators differed between the two bays
that year. We used acoustic prey-mapping to test the hypothesis
that increased humpback whale abundance in Charlotte Bay
would correlate with dense, evenly distributed prey as has
been noted in other systems. Rorqual whale foraging effort
has been shown to be collocated with the depth and location
of maximum biomass density (Doniol-Valcroze et al., 2011;
Friedlaender et al., 2014, 2016a, 2020; Goldbogen et al., 2015;
Guilpin et al., 2019), so we additionally deployed bio-logging
devices on humpback whales to investigate how predator
behavior differed between the two bays. When daytime biomass
density and prey patch distribution were not found to be
sufficient explanations for the depth of foraging or for the
large whale abundance in Charlotte Bay, we used the acoustic
properties of krill at 38 and 120 kHz to infer the mean
length of krill in observed patches and hypothesized that
humpback whales were more prevalent in Charlotte Bay due
to the accessibility of larger krill. We further hypothesized that
the foraging strategies employed by humpback whales would
maximize their intake of larger krill distributed unevenly in a
heterogeneous environment.

may affect the degree of short term and small scale overlap
between krill predators and the krill fishery (Hinke et al., 2017).
When ecosystems appear to be relatively homogeneous, e.g.,
dominated at the mid-trophic level by a single species, yet
support a variety of predator taxa, it generates an apparent
contradiction with the competitive exclusion principle which
posits that two or more species cannot coexist in space and
time by exploiting the same prey (Gause, 1934; Hardin, 1960).
In many cases, this contradiction can be resolved with a better
understanding of how an ostensibly homogenous environment
demonstrates heterogeneity—thus creating the possibility of
niche separation—at scales relevant to the organisms involved
(e.g., the paradox of the plankton, Hutchinson, 1961). In
Antarctic ecosystems, for example, Gentoo penguins consume
larger krill than Adélie penguins despite overlapping habitat
(Juáres et al., 2021), while different seabird species around South
Georgia island consume the same size krill but of different sex
and reproductive status (Croxall et al., 1997). Though feeding on
the same prey using a similar technique (engulfment filtration
feeding) as other rorqual whale species in the region, humpback
whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) have been shown to occupy
different spatial habitats, which may contain different quality
prey, than Antarctic minke whales (Balaenoptera bonaerensis)
(Friedlaender et al., 2009b, 2021) or fin whales (Balaenoptera
physalus) (Santora et al., 2010).
Rorqual whales are bulk filter feeders, sequentially engulfing
and then processing from 1 to 10 or more discrete mouthfuls of
water on a foraging dive (Goldbogen et al., 2017b). This unique
foraging style suggests that the overall biomass in a mouthful
should be more important to rorqual whale foraging preferences
than the size of any one prey item, and rorqual whales have
consistently been shown to preferentially target prey patches
with concentrated biomass (e.g., Goldbogen et al., 2015; Burrows
et al., 2016; Friedlaender et al., 2016a, 2020). However, a region’s
mean krill biomass does not always correlate with baleen whale
presence (Friedlaender et al., 2008; Munger et al., 2009; Solvang
et al., 2021). Instead, the distribution of prey parcels the size
of a whale’s gulp has been shown to be indicative of regions
where baleen whales aggregate (Cade et al., 2021b); therefore,
rorqual whales may preferentially target regions where not only
is prey abundant, but also distributed such that high-density
prey are reliably accessible, thereby minimizing the time spent
searching between lunges.
Many krill predators, like Adélie penguins, are central place
foragers during critical parts of their life cycles when they
must make regular return trips to an established nesting site.
The spatial restriction of their foraging range limits their prey
(Ropert-Coudert et al., 2004; Ford et al., 2015) such that prey
choice for these predators is largely dependent on availability
(Fraser and Hofmann, 2003). Rorqual whales, in contrast,
are mobile predators that seasonally locate suitable foraging
conditions in vast, variable habitats (Abrahms et al., 2019),
implying that they should be able to select habitat based on
preferred prey characteristics. Both humpback whales and blue
whales have been observed in large numbers in small regions
of the ocean (Findlay et al., 2017; Cade et al., 2021b), and
comparisons of prey density near these groups to prey density
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data Collection
The West Antarctic Peninsular fjords known as Charlotte and
Wilhelmina Bays were explored from 12–16 March 2020 on
board the RV Australis, a 23 m, steel-hulled, single-masted motor
sailor with a relatively low environmental footprint. As a small,
agile, and relatively quiet vessel, it can approach whales slowly
without initiating a change in behavior (Danis et al., 2019).
In both bays, whales were observed from the main vessel and
general abundance estimates were made by two observers. We
launched a zodiac tender from the ship to approach humpback
whales for tagging, and a 6 m pole was used to deploy suction
cup attached video and 3D accelerometer tags manufactured
by Customized Animal Tracking Solutions (CATS) (Cade et al.,
2016; Goldbogen et al., 2017a). All tags (except one, #62) were
equipped with corrodible devices that released tension on tubes
connected to the suction cups, flooding the tubes and releasing
them from the animals within 24 h. Tag 62 was equipped
only with a 1 Hz pressure sensor (no inertial sensors). All
work was conducted under National Marine Fisheries Services
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GPS positions collected by the tags when the whales were at
the surface and distributing accumulated error along the track
(Wilson et al., 2007). Snowy conditions on all days precluded the
estimation of tagged animal length from overhead imagery.
The prey field was sampled using pole-mounted, split-beam
hydroacoustic echosounders sampling at 38 and 120 kHz with
12◦ and 7◦ beam widths, respectively. Simrad Ek80 wideband
transceivers (WBT) were stored in a water-proof case with a
12 V battery that powered the whole system on an independent
power source (Figure 2A). Low-frequency echosounders (e.g.,
38 kHz and below) can record echoes returned from 1,000 m or
more, even on noisy ocean-going ships. Higher-frequency pings,
however, with correspondingly shorter wavelengths, are more
subject to scatter and absorption (Simmonds and MacLennan,
2008) and generally operate at lower power, implying that
under typical survey conditions the functional range of 120 kHz
echosounders is <250 m (e.g., Watkins and Brierley, 1996;
Bernard and Steinberg, 2013). For our study, the combination
of operation in protected fjords with calm water conditions
(Beaufort 0), an electrically isolated system and a quiet survey
vessel allowed for the collection of clean acoustic data at both
sampling frequencies down to at least 400 m when surveying at
speeds up to 6 kts (Figure 2B).
Overlapping projects on the shared-use vessel precluded
dedicated grid-survey patterns. Instead, prey data were collected
intermittently in the vicinity of foraging and tagged whales as
time permitted (Table 1) at 1 s ping intervals with pulse lengths
of 1,024 µs. Due to a COVID-19-shortened expedition, an in situ
calibration of the system was not performed for this season.
Instead, calibration data (using a 38.1 mm tungsten carbide
sphere, following Demer et al., 2015) of the same system in the
same environment from the year prior was applied to all collected
data. Because there may be drift in the system over time, biomass
is reported herein for comparison purposes within this study
and should not be used to predict actual biomass encountered
by foraging whales without accounting for potential error from
drifting sensitivity.

FIGURE 1 | Study area. (A) Tag deployment and recovery locations in the two
fjords along the West Antarctic Peninsula. (B) Oblique view of study area with
survey track, tag deployment locations, and acoustically detected patches.
Data plotted in Echoview v11 with 8× vertical exaggeration. Bathymetric data
at 1 arcmin resolution (Globe Task Team et al., 1999). Resolution of
bathymetric data means some acoustic data in this view is not visible.

Foraging Behavior
Lunge feeding events—the rapid engulfment of a mouthful
of prey-laden water followed by subsequent filtration—
were identified from the tag record (Figures 3A,B) via the
identification of stereotyped maneuvers, typified by acceleration
followed by rapid deceleration (Cade et al., 2016; KahaneRapport et al., 2020) as the whale is slowed from the engulfed
water mass (Potvin et al., 2020). Tag ID mn200313-62, which
only had a pressure sensor, was treated separately and lunge
counts were estimated from the shape of the dive profile in
combination with the vertical speed of the animal (similar
to the method of Croll et al., 2001). Rorqual whale feeding
behavior is a constant optimization problem balancing resource
acquisition at depth with oxygen acquisition at the surface
(Hazen et al., 2015). Stereotypical behavior consists of diving
from the surface, performing from 1 to 10 or more discrete
lunges, then surfacing for one to a dozen or more breaths and
then diving to forage again.

and Antarctic Conservation Act permits, as well as approved
institutional animal care protocols.
Whales were most approachable when “logging” at the surface
(Schuler et al., 2019; Iwata et al., 2021) or when they were
slowly surfacing while recovering from dives, and were least
approachable when actively engaged in group bubble-net feeding.
Tag accelerometers for all deployments were sampled at 400 Hz,
magnetometers and gyroscopes at 50 Hz, and pressure, light,
temperature and GPS at 10 Hz. All data were decimated to
10 Hz, tag orientation on the animal was corrected for, and
animal orientation was calculated using custom-written scripts
in Matlab 2014a (following Cade et al., 2021a). Animal speed
for all deployments was determined using the amplitude of
tag vibrations (Cade et al., 2018), and animal positions for the
duration of each deployment were estimated from interpolating
pseudotracks of the animal between known fast-acquisition
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FIGURE 2 | The mobile setup for the ek80 system, in combination with calm waters in the fjords, allows clean data collection. (A) The self-contained mobile system
allows for sensitive transceivers to be deployed in open air boats with an independent power-supply (a 12 V deep-cycle marine battery). (B) Unprocessed 120 kHz
ek80 data. This system allowed for clean data collection below 500 m depth at 120 kHz. Time-varied gain corrected background noise at 500 m was ∼-70 dB,
implying a signal to noise ratio of >20 dB even at those depths. Photo credit: Ryan Houston, illustration by Alex Boersma.
TABLE 1 | Summary of hydroacoustic data collected.
Hydroacoustic data
Date

DD/MM/YYYY

Bay

Distance
sampled

Start time
(local)

End time
GulpDive-sized Empty water
(local)
sized cells cells with
columns
with krill
krill
(dive-width)

–

km

HH:MM

HH:MM

#

#

#

Zone 1
(0–35 m)

Zone 2
(35–105 m)

Zone 3
(105–
280 m)

Zone 4
(>280 m)

# of dive-sized cells with ≥30 gulps above 20 g/m3

13/March/2020 Charlotte

37.6

9:30

18:10

259,521

1,313

36

82

14

364

14/March/2020 Charlotte

29.2

13:58

19:11

198,932

993

25

33

9

402

414

15/March/2020 Wilhelmina

39.4

8:31

18:26

142,946

958

30

116

47

361

182

(see below) and the boundaries were chosen to best represent
natural breaks in mean daytime prey density. Dive behavior was
also classified according to diurnal period (day/night/twilight)
as defined by angular sun position using the MATLAB package
“Sunrise Sunset.1 ” Twilight was defined as the period when
solar elevation was <6◦ degrees below the horizon and was
determined in order to exclude those time periods from daylight
and nighttime hours but is excluded as an independent analytical
period due to low sample size. Inter lunge interval (ILI) and the
number of lunges per dive were also calculated in each depth
bin as indicators of the spatial distribution of prey where a
whale was diving.
Potential bubble-net feeding behavior, where whales blow a
bubble ring near the surface before lunging through the middle
of the ring (Jurasz and Jurasz, 1979; Wiley et al., 2011), was
identified in tags with accelerometer data as shallow lunges
(<20 m, ∼2 body lengths) that included a smooth horizontal turn
(i.e., with a consistent angular velocity, Figures 3C,E) of at least
180◦ before the lunge. This classification was supported by direct
observation of bubble production during lunging when cameras
were active (e.g., Figure 3D and Supplementary Video 1); that
is, in every instance where these maneuvers were observed
on video, there were bubbles produced by the tagged whale.

A series of foraging dives without a prolonged break between
them is referred to as a foraging bout. For the duration of
a foraging bout, prey is thought to be accessible at levels
above the minimum thresholds required to recover spent energy
(Friedlaender et al., 2009a, 2013; Doniol-Valcroze et al., 2011;
Goldbogen et al., 2011). The distribution of intervals between
foraging dives (dives with at least one lunge) has been shown to
be approximately normal in humpback and blue whales, but with
a right-skewed tail (Cade et al., 2021b), suggesting a quantitative
divider between surface intervals that can be considered part of
the same foraging bout and those that are outliers and suggest
association with some other behavior (e.g., searching or resting).
To reduce the influence of other behaviors on what is classified
as foraging effort (sensu Suter and Houston, 2020), we use
5.5 min, the threshold surface interval identified as the mean
surface interval plus three standard deviations of the >9,000
foraging dives from 42 humpback whales analyzed by Cade et al.
(2021b, Supplementary Figure 4), as the dividing line between
foraging bouts. We then quantified the feeding rate (in lunges/h)
of each individual tagged animal as the feeding rate within
each foraging bout.
Foraging effort (foraging bout length and feeding rates) was
quantified within four depth bins: 0–35 m, 35–105 m, 105–
280 m and >280 m. The bins were chosen in increments of
multiples of 35 m to match the spatial scale of prey analysis
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FIGURE 3 | Transition from shallow to deep feeding. (A) Time series of depth and speed with locations of lunges marked. Background colors match the time periods
of summary data in panel (G). (B) Time series of pitch, roll, and heading. All surface feeding events displayed are bubble-nets with 360◦ circles preceding the lunge.
(C) Zoomed in version of pitch, roll and heading traces for a single bubble-net feeding event. (D) Video images from the tag corresponding to the time points marked
in panel (C). (E) 2D track of two bubble nets, including the subsection plotted in panel (C). (F) 3D track spatially located with mapped prey data showing the
transition from surface to deep feeding. Inset is overhead view for context (note that bathymetry color is not to scale in the inset). (G) Average number of lunges
across all deployments preceding the onset of deep foraging, and the feeding rate during the first deep feeding events (feeding rate from the start of a dive until the
start of the next dive). Box plots are median and inter-quartile range, numbers are lunges per 5 min (mean ± SD).

The bubble-net classification included both “typical” nets with
at least one full 360◦ rotation as well as shorter maneuvers.
Bubbles were also occasionally blown for surface lunges that
did not include this maneuver. These streams were shorter and
could be better classified as bubble bursts than the streams
of bubbles more typically associated with bubble nets. Bubble
net and surface feeding ILI were calculated to compare how
the extra maneuvering of bubble net feeding affected feeding
rates. Bubble-net and surface feeding ILI, a parameter usually
calculated for the time between lunges on an individual dive,
were calculated for consecutive lunges of the same type that were
within 5.5 min, and surface feeding for this comparison was
defined as lunges that occurred within the top 20 m of the water
column (∼2 body lengths).
For all reported values, animal means were additionally
averaged across animals, and standard deviations (SD) were
pooled to get reported SDs. When reporting the feeding rate in
each depth zone, each dive was assigned to a zone based on the
deepest lunge depth of that dive.

Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org

Prey Analysis
Analysis of acoustic data was conducted at the “whale scale”
(Cade et al., 2021b). This technique reports the distribution
of analytical cells the size of a whale’s engulfment capacity, or
gulp (hereafter: “gulp-sized cells”), within analytical cells the
size that an average whale travels through on a dive (“divesized cells”). Specifically, we calculated the mean volume back
scattering (MVBS) of the acoustic data (as Sv in dB re 1 m2 /m3 )
within cells the size of the two-dimensional projection of an
average humpback whale gulp (6 m long by 2.25 m high), and
the distribution of this set of Sv data (mean ± SD) within cells
the size that an average humpback whale explores from its first
lunge to its last lunge (35 m high by 125 m long, calculated from
tag data in Cade et al., 2021b). Acoustic energy in gulp-sized cells
has been found to be normally distributed within dive-sized cells
(i.e., biomass is lognormally distributed), so results are reported
in Sv space as mean ± SD and, when converted to biomass, as
geometric mean ·: geometric SD (where ·: is read “multiplied
or divided by”).

5
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To limit analysis to patches in which humpback whales were
likely feeding, analysis was limited to dive-sized cells which
contained at least 30 gulp-sized cells of at least 20 g/m3 of
krill (Table 1). We believe this to be a conservative value since
estimates of the minimum krill required for a species with similar
energetic efficiencies (a blue whale) to recoup the cost of a lunge
range from 20 g/m3 (Potvin et al., 2021) to 50 g/m3 (Goldbogen
et al., 2011). We also calculated the distribution of biomass at
the “informed whale scale” (details in Cade et al., 2021b), which
reports the distribution of only the top half of gulp-sized cells
in each dive-sized cell in allowance of probable discriminate
foraging in denser parts of a patch (i.e., assuming that whales do
not forage randomly within a patch).
Euphausia superba acoustic target strength (TS), used to
enumerate abundance from Sv data, can be estimated from a
krill’s body length (e.g., Jarvis et al., 2010). The TS of krill
is strongly dependent on the size and mean orientation of
individual animals, and the change in TS with size is more
pronounced at lower frequencies (Wiebe et al., 1990; Stanton
et al., 1998; Conti and Demer, 2006; Lawson et al., 2008). This
phenomenon leads to larger differences between the measured
return echoes from dual frequency systems when krill are
smaller (Figure 4F).
Typically, prey patches are identified as likely containing krill
using the difference in measured returns between 38 and 120 kHz
echosounders (e.g., Jarvis et al., 2010; Owen et al., 2017) and
then enumerated using the 120 kHz data at an assumed TS
value. The distribution of TS of krill in the water column is
typically estimated from a distribution of lengths of krill collected
via net tows within the survey region. However, the spatial
resolution of trawling a net with a 4 m2 opening is much lower
than the spatial resolution of acoustic prey mapping which can
sample the entire water column for long continuous periods
(Munger et al., 2009); as a result, typically a single distribution
of krill sizes and TS are applied equally to all echosounder
data to estimate all biomass in a survey region. For purposes
of estimating total surveyed biomass, this is likely appropriate
(e.g., Jarvis et al., 2010; Bernard et al., 2017). However, krill and
other pelagic organisms often show both depth-stratified size
segregation (Ichii et al., 2020) as well as size segregation within
larger patches (Benoit-Bird et al., 2017), implying that large scale
averaging and applications of single TS values may miss the
underlying variability that characterizes patchy environments.
Thus, to examine how predator-available prey biomass varies
within a region, it would be useful to know how the size of krill
varies within the survey region to better calculate TS (and thus
better estimate abundance and biomass).
Accordingly, we estimated the TS of krill in our study in each
gulp-sized and dive-sized analytical cell by calculating the 120–
38 kHz dB difference, and back-calculating the assumed krill
length and TS that would have generated the observed difference
in each cell (using similar techniques as Lawson et al., 2008).
The dB difference vs. krill length curves in Figures 4F,H were
calculated using the updated SDWBApackage2010 from Calise
and Skaret (2011), based on the SDWBA model from Conti and
Demer (2006). The number of krill in each cell and the estimated
biomass in each cell were then estimated following the procedures
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FIGURE 4 | Euphausia superba behavior and size. (A) Live krill collected in
Wilhelmina Bay, photo credit: Natural History New Zealand. (B–D) Surface krill
filmed after the camera tag deployed on mn200315–58 detached from the
animal (see also Supplementary Video 2). (E) Length frequency histogram of
(Continued)
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polygon surrounding the whale’s estimated positions during each
daylight hour, and the difference between zone 4 and zone 3
were compared. For the dive-by-dive summary, the same patch
variables (mean estimated krill length, mean patch thickness,
number of patches) measured within 250 m of each dive were
summarized for each dive, and the interactions between the
variables in the zone 3 and zone 4 depth bins were used as
fixed effects. Generalized linear mixed effects (GLME) models
were constructed in Matlab 2019a for both spatial scales to
test the influence of the fixed effects on the response variables
“proportion of dives in zone 4” (for the hourly summary) and “is
the dive in zone 4?” for the dive-by-dive summary. Individual ID
and time were used as random effects and were included in the
null models. Variable influences on the models were compared
in two ways: using a goodness-of-fit parameter that compares
the R2 of the full model to the R2 of the model without the
variable of interest (Cohen’s f2 as in Selya et al., 2012), and
also using Akaike information criteria (AIC) in a forward model
selection procedure.

FIGURE 4 | krill collected from the surface in Wilhelmina Bay (summary data
are mean ± SD). (F) The difference in TS between 120 and 38 kHz
echograms changes with krill length (calculated from the updated SDWBA
model in Calise and Skaret, 2011). When kL (wave number times length) is
less than 10, TS changes rapidly with length, implying that in practice
measurements are unreliable. Dashed line is when kL = 10 for krill ensonified
with a 120 kHz ping. (G) The predicted krill length of each measured
gulp-sized cell in both bays under study. (H) For a given measured echo
return (-40 dB shown as an example), the calculated biomass density is highly
dependent on assumptions about krill length in a particular parcel of water.
Dashed line is when kL = 10 for krill ensonified with a 120 kHz ping.

in Jarvis et al. (2010). We compared the inferred length to the
length distribution of krill collected by hand by a diver at 1–2 m
depth during the daylight in Wilhelmina Bay (Figures 4E,G).

Influence of Prey on Predator Foraging
The major difference between foraging behavior in the two
bays appeared to be the frequency of deep (zone 4) foraging
in Charlotte Bay during daylight hours (discussed below), so
we ruled out biomass as a likely explanatory factor given its
decreasing relationship with depth (see results). To test the
influence of estimated krill length, patch thickness, and the
number of patches in each zone on daylight foraging behavior
in zone 4 vs. zone 3, foraging rate and prey data by zone were
first summarized at two scales: (a) in 1-h bins (n = 281 h bins)
and (b) associated with each dive individually (n = 109 individual
dives with associated prey patches). For 1-h bins, the feeding
rate in each zone in each hour was computed, and prey variables
(mean estimated krill length, mean patch thickness, number of
cells that meet the threshold for inclusion) were computed for
all prey data collected within 5 km and 24 h of the convex

RESULTS
Predator Surface Observations
In Charlotte Bay, on March 12th and 13th, humpback whales
were more densely concentrated in the eastern half of the bay.
Whales were visually observed traveling singly, in pairs and, for
short periods <15 min, in groups up to eight animals that would
surface simultaneously with mouths agape after bubble rings
∼6–15 m in diameter were observed at the surface. Generally,
individuals and pairs were spaced 100–500 m apart and spread
throughout the eastern half of the bay in open, ice-free water.

TABLE 2 | Deployment and foraging information for each tagged whale.
Foraging data by individual
Individual

spYYMMDD-tag#

Deployment
duration

Time
feeding

Daylight
deployment
duration

Night
deployment
duration

Daylight
% spent
feeding

Night %
spent
feeding

Daylight
feeding
rate*

Night
feeding
rate*

h

h

h

h

%

%

Lunges/h

Lunges/h

#
foraging
bouts

Mean bout
length

Min

Panel A: Charlotte Bay (12–14/March/2020)
mn200312-58

3.8

1.5

3.8

–

39%

–

27.2

–

1

90.3

mn200312-71

4.9

4.8

3.1

1.0

98%

100%

26.5

41.1

1

288.7
75.2 ± 34.0

mn200313-59

25.3

16.3

14.3

9.4

44%

91%

30.8

46.5

13

mn200313-60

13.6

9.0

8.0

4.7

44%

100%

38.3

53.9

7

78.0 ± 49.0

mn200313-62

65.0

44.7

31.5

28.6

38%

97%

31.7

60.3

27

99.3 ± 45.6

mn200313-70

18.3

15.7

7.2

9.4

16

Pooled summary

88%

83%

35.6

38.6

58 ± 11%

94 ± 3%

31.7 ± 1.9

48.1 ± 4.0

59.0 ± 18.1
115.1 ± 71.6

Panel B: Wilhelmina Bay (15–16/March/2020)
mn200315-54

18.3

10.0

7.0

9.6

9%

91%

19.6

34.4

10

mn200315-58

5.2

0.0

5.2

–

0%

–

–

–

–

–

mn200315-70

12.9

11.0

4.6

7.5

59%

100%

30.6

67.1

8

82.3 ± 66.2

mn200315-71

0.3

–

–

–

–

Pooled summary

–

–

–

–

22 ± 18%

95 ± 4%

25.1 ± 5.5

50.8 ± 16.4

59.8 ± 27.1

–
71.1 ± 98.7

*Feeding rate within a foraging bout. Summaries are mean ± SD. Note that deployment mn200313-62 was only equipped with a pressure sensor (see text for details).
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More than 100 individual whales were estimated to have been
directly observed over the 2.5 days we spent in Charlotte Bay, and
the actual population in the bay was estimated by observers to be
more than 200 animals. On March 14th, we used VHF telemetry
to relocate two tagged whales to the embayment on the east side
of the fjord where an estimated 50–80 whales were distributed
singly and in pairs (Figure 1). No bubble feeding was noted from
surface observations or from tag data on this day. In all, six tags
were deployed and recovered in Charlotte Bay (Table 2).
In contrast, the first whales observed upon entering
Wilhelmina Bay on March 15th were at the northernmost
tag deployment location in Wilhelmina (tag ID mn200315-58,
Figure 1). Five whales were observed at this location. An
additional 20–30 whales were observed near the southernmost
deployment location (mn200315-70), and 10–20 whales were
observed the following day in the same location. In contrast to
Charlotte Bay, all daylight feeding behavior in Wilhelmina Bay
was observed within accumulated brash ice or forming sea ice,
or within 100 m of an ice edge (Figure 5). Overall abundance
of humpback whales in Wilhelmina Bay was estimated to be
∼10–20% of the abundance in Charlotte Bay. Four tags were
deployed on humpback whales in Wilhelmina, three of which
stayed attached long enough to be included in our dataset
(minimum 3 h) (Table 2). Five minke whales were additionally
observed among the ice of Wilhelmina Bay, but none were
observed in Charlotte Bay.

Predator Foraging Behavior
In Charlotte Bay, 58 ± 27% (mean ± SD) of overall tag on time
during the day was identified as part of a feeding bout, while
95 ± 7% of tag on time at night was part of a feeding bout.
In Wilhelmina Bay, 22 ± 32% of daylight hours were spent in
feeding bouts, while 95 ± 6% of nighttime hours were spent
in feeding bouts (Figure 6E). There was no difference between
the percentage of time spent feeding in shallow waters (<35 m)
during any temporal period in Charlotte Bay or during the day
in Wilhelmina Bay (range: 10–14%), but the two tagged whales in
Wilhelmina Bay that fed during the tag deployment spent <1% of
their time feeding in shallow water at night (a total of 9 lunges). In
Wilhelmina Bay, most daytime feeding was between 0 and 105 m
(81% of time spent feeding), while in Charlotte Bay most daytime
feeding (74% of the total) was >280 m. At night, whales from
both Charlotte (59%) and Wilhelmina (54%) spent most of their
time feeding between 105 and 280 m (Figure 6E).
Bubble net feeding was observed in the tag records of whales
in both bays. A total of 163 bubble nets were identified in the tag
records of Charlotte Bay animals (22% of daytime lunges) and
19 in Wilhelmina Bay. The thirteen bubble nets from mn20031554 (in Wilhelmina Bay) were identified during twilight (62%
of twilight lunges), and the remainder were during daylight
hours (7% of daylight lunges). Nets were all created clockwise
in direction and averaged 352 ± 92◦ of rotation preceding
the lunge. We made approximately twenty observations of
bubble nets from the surface over the 5 day field period that
were followed by several whales surface lunging and camera
data confirmed close-proximity, nearly simultaneous lunges by
conspecifics (Supplementary Video 1). In all except one case,
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FIGURE 5 | Environmental conditions in both bays. (A) In Charlotte Bay, all
tags were deployed in ice free water and whales were not observed in icy
conditions. (B) In Wilhelmina Bay, the two tags deployed on whales that
subsequently foraged were in an icy inlet (Figure 1). (C–G) Still images from
mn200315-58 in Wilhelmina Bay, clearing ice via bubble blasts to surface in
open water (Supplementary Video 2). Stills D&E were from an earlier event
than the other stills, but were included as representative of the process since
they were clear images. Photo credits (A,B): Ryan Houston.
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Charlotte Bay
A

C

B

zone 1
0−35 m

zone 2

35−105 m

zone 3

105−280 m

zone 4

>280 m
20

D

E

Patch
encounter
probability

Informed whale scale
Whale scale
64 ⁖ 1.3
50 ⁖ 1.5

Not Feeding
Feeding 0−35 m

56
42

⁖ 1.2
⁖ 1.4

Feeding 35−105 m

49
39

⁖ 1.2
⁖ 1.3

Feeding 105−280 m

40
33

⁖ 1.2
⁖ 1.2

Feeding > 280 m

40
60
80
3
~Biomass density (g/m )

0

0.25
0.5
Proportion

0

100
200
Mean school
thickness (m)

20
30
40
Predicted krill length (mm)

0

Day
Night

0.5
Percent of time

Wilhelmina Bay
zone 1
0−35 m

zone 2

35−105 m

zone 3

105−280 m

zone 4

>280 m
20

Patch
encounter
probability

Informed whale scale
Whale scale

Not Feeding

67
44

⁖ 1.3
⁖ 1.6

67
47

⁖ 1.3
⁖ 1.5

Feeding 35−105 m

60
42

⁖ 1.2
⁖ 1.5

Feeding 105−280 m

39
32

⁖ 1.2
⁖ 1.3

40
60
80
~Biomass density (g/m3)

Feeding 0−35 m
Day
Night

Feeding > 280 m
0

0.25
0.5
Proportion

0

100
200
Mean school
thickness (m)

20

30
40
Predicted krill length (mm)

0

0.5
1
Percent of time

FIGURE 6 | Summary of prey data and foraging behavior by depth zone in each bay. (A) Geometric mean and geometric standard deviation of biomass by depth
zone (measured at the whale scale, where ·: means multiply or divide). (B) Proportion of columns of dive-sized analytical cells that contained a cell in the indicated
zone with krill data above the threshold for inclusion (see section “Materials and Methods”), standardized for the height of the column. (C) Mean school thickness of
patches in dive-sized cells in each depth zone. (D) Estimated krill length from 120 to 38 kHz dB differencing in each gulp-sized cell in the depth zone. Boxes are
min, first quartile, median, third quartile, max data points, excluding outliers. (E) Mean percent of time spent by the tagged whales in each behavior. Error bars in
panels (B,C,E) are standard error.

(Figures 3F, 6C, 8C): mean zone 1 patch thickness was
29 ± 13 m in Charlotte and 23 ± 9 m in Wilhelmina,
while mean zone 4 patches were 130 ± 45 and 126 ± 47 m
thick, respectively. Surface swarms could be diffuse and loosely
organized, or could have separate tendrils containing individuals
with similar alignment (Figures 4B,C and Supplementary
Video 2). Charlotte Bay was characterized by an almost complete
absence of krill between 80 and 150 m (generally aligning with
depth zone 2), while the absence band in Wilhelmina Bay was
somewhat smaller (Figures 8A,B). In both bays, the depth of
maximum dB difference (implying smallest krill length) was
at ∼200 m, while the smallest dB differences (largest krill)
were at ∼400 m.
Prey biomass density within patches was not significantly
different between bays (Figure 6A), except in depth zone 3, where
the geometric mean of prey density at the informed whale scale
was 22% higher in Wilhelmina Bay, and 8% higher at the whale
scale (p < 0.001 in both cases). Zone 3 biomass was significantly
higher (p < 0.001) than zone 4 biomass in both bays as well
(Figure 6A). Dive-sized cells with sufficient krill to be included
in analysis were the most common in zone 3 in Wilhelmina
Bay and zone 4 in Charlotte Bay (Figure 6B), and patches were
substantially thicker below 105 m in both bays (Figure 6C).

sequences of bubble-net feeding within a foraging bout were not
interrupted by typical (i.e., non-bubble net) lunge feeding. The
inter-lunge interval (ILI) of these nets averaged 107 ± 42 s, while
the ILI for surface feeding lunges when not bubble net feeding
was ∼40% smaller (63 ± 34 s, n = 7, two-sided t-test p = 0.07).
Three out of four animals with both types of lunges demonstrated
significantly lower (p < 0.01) surface feeding ILI.
The feeding rate within foraging bouts was consistent across
depth levels during the day, with no significant differences across
depth zones or between bays. At night in both bays, foraging rate
decreased with depth (Figure 7). Across all whales, 16 of 58 bouts
of deep feeding (>105 m) were preceded by a bout of shallow
feeding. During the time period 10–5 min before the onset of
the first deep foraging dive, whales averaged 3.2 ± 2.9 shallow
lunges (Figure 3G). This was significantly more (paired t-test,
p < 0.01) than the following 5 min, in which whales averaged
1.8 ± 2.2 lunges, but approximately the same as the feeding
rate (standardized to 5 min bins) of the first deep feeding dive
(3.1 ± 1.1 lunges, p > 0.9).

Prey
In both bays, daytime prey was generally distributed in
small patches near the surface and large swarms at depth
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FIGURE 7 | Foraging behavior by depth zone, bay and diel period. ILI, inter-lunge-interval. Foraging rate is lunges/h while actively foraging (lunge rate within a
defined feeding bout). (A) Percent time feeding in each zone. (B) Foraging rate in each zone. (C) Mean ILI in each zone (D) Mean lunges/dive in each zone.

appear to be more baleen whale species coexisting than would be
expected (Perrin, 1991), especially given that many baleen whales
have nearly global ranges and all feed in a similar manner and can
feed on similar prey. In this study we sought to uncover the axis of
heterogeneity that differentiates two habitats, one (Charlotte Bay)
supporting approximately an order of magnitude more predators
during our observation period.
The unique foraging style of rorqual whales, engulfment
filtration feeding, typically implies that the biomass of prey within
a mouthful of water is the ecological unit comparable to the
single prey item of pursuit hunters (e.g., a bear or killer whale
hunting a fish). From this standpoint, a foraging whale should
seek to maximize ingested biomass per gulp regardless of the
size of each individual prey. Thus, it was surprising to find that
during the day in both bays we observed that the geometric mean
biomass of krill per mouthful was smaller in zone 4 (>280 m) at
depths where most daytime foraging occurred than in shallower
depths through which these whales transited (Figure 6). This
would appear to imply that, all else being equal, humpback
whales would get less energy feeding in the deep waters of zone
4 than the more accessible zone 3. Equally surprising, zone
3 biomass was significantly higher in Wilhelmina Bay than in
Charlotte Bay, suggesting it would have been a better place for
whales to aggregate.
In temperate waters, both humpback whales and blue whales
have been shown to aggregate not just where prey is more dense,
but also more evenly distributed, minimizing the time between
lunges (Cade et al., 2021b). Yet we found that zone 4 does

Excluding zone 2 (due to limited sample size, see Table 1 and
Figure 8), in both bays zone 4 had the largest predicted krill sizes
(p < 0.001), and Charlotte Bay had larger krill than Wilhelmina
Bay across zones (Figure 6D).
GLME results were inconclusive at both summary scales. For
both scales, the null model (hourly scale: AIC = 122, dive-bydive scale: AIC = 531) and the model containing just the number
of patches variable (hourly scale: AIC = 120, dive-by-dive scale:
AIC = 532) resulted in the lowest AIC scores. Additionally, for the
data summarized in hourly bins, high temporal auto-correlation
was noted; when the null model included time as a random
effect, R2 = 0.87, if time were excluded from the null model,
R2 = 0.49. At both scales, krill length demonstrated the highest
effect sizes of the three tested variables (hourly scale Cohen’s f2 :
krill length = 0.07, patch thickness = 0.02, number of patches
= -0.02; dive-by-dive scale Cohen’s f2 : krill length = 0.99, patch
thickness = 0.12, number of patches = 0.00). Given the null model
AIC, the high effect sizes of the length variables, the effects of
temporal autocorrelation, and the low sample sizes overall, the
modeling approach did not provide sufficiently strong evidence
given the current sample size for a relationship between krill
patch characteristics and whale foraging at depth.

DISCUSSION
Both globally in the present day and historically within the
West Antarctic Peninsula (prior to commercial whaling) there
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FIGURE 8 | Mean krill size changes with depth. (A) Charlotte Bay dB differencing in dive-sized cells (left) and the distribution of krill lengths predicted from the dB
differences of gulp-sized cells (right) in each depth zone. Note that the relationship of krill size to depth was similar for gulp-sized cells and dive-sized cells, but
dive-sized cells are presented here for clarity of the graph. (B) Same as panel (A) but for Wilhelmina Bay. Note that the mean in zone 1 (29.6 ± 4.4 mm) is similar to
the measured length of krill collected at the surface (28.0 ± 3.8 mm). (C) Acoustic backscatter (a proxy for biomass) in the surveyed region of Charlotte Bay. Bottom
data interpolated from the sounder-detected bottom. (D) 120 –38 kHz dB differencing (of each gulp-sized cell) in Charlotte Bay. Red values (small dB difference)
imply larger krill.

BOX 1 | Particle size influence on encounter rate for continuous ram filtration feeders.
Ivlev (1960) discusses how, if mean biomass concentration is held constant, larger particles will lead to a higher mean encounter rate of biomass for a forager. To see
this, imagine that a continuous ram filter feeder like a menhaden feeds in two environments, both with the same mean biomass density ρ g/m3 . Environment A has
√
particle mass m g/individual, leading to a concentration, q, of ρ/m individuals/m3 and an encounter rate for a straight-traveling forager of 3 q individuals/m, with a
√
3
biomass encounter
rate, R, of m q. If environment B has the same biomass density, but particles are twice as big (2m), then qB = qA /2, and
p
RB = 2mA 3 qA /2 ≈ 1.6RA , implying that for these foragers larger particles lead to higher resource availability, even if the overall biomass in the
environment is the same.
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The lipid content of Antarctic krill can vary by an order of
magnitude even within a single sampling location, from <1% of
wet weight to >10%, and the proportion of the energy storage
lipid tricylglycerol also has large variability within krill lipid
stores (Pond et al., 1995). Adult humpback whales typically gain
∼50% of their body weight during a 3–4 month foraging season
(Lockyer, 1981) with an estimated rate of 0.9 tons of body mass
added per foraging week (Ash, 1953), suggesting that the ability
to selectively forage on lipid-rich prey may be an important
enhancement as lipids in prey are likely easier to turn into fat
reserves in the predator and can lead to improved reproductive
success (Golet et al., 2000). Humpback whales feeding along
the West Antarctic Peninsula show a declining feeding rate
throughout the foraging season (Nichols, 2020), and by March
13, more than 130 days after the canonical start of the foraging
season, most humpback whale size classes demonstrate an
asymptotic or maximum body size index (Figure 3.4 in Bierlich,
2021), implying a slowing rate of weight gain and decreased need
to forage. Given that whales spend about half their daylight hours
not actively feeding (Figure 7A), and given that they have likely
accumulated the bulk of the energy stores needed for their annual
migration, it would appear to benefit these animals to mostly
target krill that are digestively easy to assimilate.
Current acoustic techniques cannot differentiate the lipid
content of krill, but prior research has observed depth-stratified
size segregation of krill (Friedlaender et al., 2016b; Ichii et al.,
2020), specifically observing large, gravid females (Clarke and
Tyler, 2008) that are likely foraging on the benthos (Schmidt
et al., 2011). If the scattering difference between 120 and 38 kHz
frequencies we detected acoustically signify larger, more lipidrich krill as we suggest, it would indicate a resolution to the
paradox of why whales in Charlotte Bay feed deeper during the
day than the depths of maximum biomass, and also offers an
explanation for why more whales were aggregating in Charlotte
than in Wilhelmina Bay, since Charlotte Bay not only has larger
krill on average (Figure 4G), it also contained extensive, deep
patches at depth that appeared to contain larger krill (Figure 6D).
In a prior study by Santora et al. (2010), fin whales were
found near larger krill (>45 mm) while humpback whales were
found in habitats with small/juvenile krill (<35 mm), similar
to our size range (mean 32.8 ± 4.4 mm, Figure 4G). However,
humpback whales in our study demonstrated two behavioral
tactics that appeared to allow exploitation of the larger krill
present within the overall habitat. Firstly, humpback whales
forage in a three-dimensional environment, and the deep dives
we recorded (maximum depth 459 m, 74% of foraging bout
duration in Charlotte Bay were on dives > 280 m) were some
of the deepest foraging dives recorded in the literature. Despite
recording 29 individual dives greater than 400 m in our data
set, we only found one other study with humpback whale dives
deeper than 400 m (Derville et al., 2020) and the previous
deepest dive reported in the Antarctic was 388 m (Friedlaender
et al., 2013), suggesting Charlotte Bay whales are pushing their
physiological limits to capture high quality food.
Secondly, krill at the surface were patchier than at depth
(Figures 2B, 4C, 8C), though some patches contained large
krill (Figure 8A). Bubble netting is a behavior unique to

not demonstrate reduced spacing between gulps since gulp-sized
parcels of water were evenly distributed in both deep zones (GSD
1.2-1.5, Figure 6A), and whales also spent about the same amount
of time between lunges in both zones (Figure 7C). In any system,
but particularly systems where patchy prey are targeted, it is
critical to match the spatial and temporal measurement of prey
to the spatial and temporal scales exploited by the predators, yet
effectively describing the distribution of resources at appropriate
scales remains a challenge in ecology (Levin, 1992; Benoit-Bird
et al., 2013; Chave, 2013). We utilized a predator-scale spatial
analysis of prey patches to overcome the descriptive challenges;
however, due to limitations on field time and equipment, our
ability to match the spatial location of prey data collected to
the precise patches where whales were foraging was limited (e.g.,
only 109 out of 1,705 foraging dives had prey measured within
250 m of the dive). Thus, we did not have sufficient statistical
power to look at the effect of prey on the foraging performance
of individual dives, and future work with better spatial matching
of foraging effort and prey metrics is warranted. However, the
large number of whales in Charlotte Bay suggested that patterns
we noted at broad scales, including decreased biomass at depth
and increased mean krill length at depth, could provide an
explanation for the observed predator behaviors.
If energetically equivalent prey is targeted, overall energetic
efficiency is expected to diminish at increasing distances from
a central place, in this case the sea surface for air breathing
humpback whales (Schoener, 1979). Our GLME models could
not differentiate between increasing prey availability with depth
(patch thickness and number of patches) from increasing krill
length with depth as explanatory variables (Figures 6D, 8).
However, given the extensiveness of the prey patches—
presumably making them easy to locate—the most parsimonious
explanation for why we found humpback whales diving deeper
for less overall food biomass per gulp likely relates to food quality.
Active selection of prey based on size is common in both marine
and terrestrial ecosystems: both bears (Quinn and Kinnison,
1999) and Eastern Pacific killer whales (Ford and Ellis, 2006)
hunting salmon select larger individuals to increase their take
per unit effort; juvenile Coho salmon select smaller prey since
they are easier to catch (Parker, 1971); Risso’s dolphins (Visser
et al., 2021) and kookaburras (Blomberg and Shine, 2000) appear
to target smaller-size cohorts of their preferred prey species
since their habitat makes them more available; and filter-feeding
fish, such as menhaden, have been shown to target habitat with
larger average prey size, “regardless of where in the transect the
highest total biomass concentrations occurred” (Friedland et al.,
1989). For continuous ram filtration feeders, particle-size matters
since for a given biomass density in the water column, larger
particles will lead to more biomass encountered per unit time
(Box 1). Humpback whales, however, engulf thousands of krill
with a single mouthful, so preferential selection of larger krill
only makes sense if larger krill are in some way easier to catch or
easier to assimilate for a given biomass. We can reject the former
since larger krill are more mobile (have faster escape speeds, Kils,
1979, 1981) and we found that they were less accessible (deeper),
suggesting that some aspect of their physical properties may make
them more desirable prey.
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krill in the region on a year-by-year basis. Such information could
then be used to support adaptive fisheries management tools (e.g.,
Hinke et al., 2017) that could direct fisheries efforts to regions
of appropriately high biomass that do not also demonstrate krill
size and aggregation properties that are the preferred targets of
protected marine species like the humpback whales studied here.

humpback whales, and though it has been observed in fishfeeding populations for many decades (Jurasz and Jurasz, 1979),
it has only recently been reported in Southern Hemisphere krill
feeding populations (Acevedo et al., 2011). Humpback whales
use bubble netting to concentrate prey before lunging, allowing
them to exploit patches that otherwise would not have sufficient
prey to make foraging worthwhile (Figures 4A–D). By staying
close to the surface, the transit time between the surface and
prey is reduced, but because prey requires manipulation, it takes
longer between bubble nets (mean bubble net ILI 107 ± 42 s,
mean non-bubble net surface feeding ILI 63 ± 34 s, mean
zone 4 ILI 46 ± 15 s). In this study, we noted that whales
switched behavior between shallow and deep feeding when the
surface foraging rate dropped (Figure 3G), and that similar
overall foraging rates existed before the 5 min preceding deep
feeding as during deep feeding, suggesting that when prey was
no longer distributed as to be amenable to surface feeding, the
deep, consistent prey layer in Charlotte Bay provided whales an
opportunity to continue feeding.
More than 1.6 million baleen whales were taken from the
Southern Ocean in the twentieth century (Rocha et al., 2014),
and the impact of this massive biomass loss on nutrient cycling
and krill populations generally have been the focus of recent
studies (Croll et al., 2006; Pershing et al., 2010; Roman et al.,
2014). In other ecosystems, the introduction of predators can
have profound effects on the structure of prey size distributions
(Lazzaro et al., 2009), and studies in other ecosystems have
also suggested that rorqual whales may be capable of sizedifferentiated foraging strategies. For example, in the Northeast
Pacific, krill found in blue whale feces are consistently found
to be larger than the mean krill sizes collected via net-tows in
the regions (Croll et al., 2005; Nickels et al., 2018). The effect
that selection of larger krill sizes by an increasing rorqual whale
population may have on krill population structure, however, has
not been considered.
Although humpback whale populations are recovering and
high pregnancy rates in the West Antarctic Peninsula suggest
they are not currently resource limited (Pallin et al., 2018), as of
2004 blue whale populations were still less than 1% of historic
abundances (Branch, 2007) and remain at such low densities that
accurate population estimates are difficult (Paarman et al., 2021).
Thus, two critical questions that could have cascading influence
over this globally important ecosystem are good avenues for
further research: (1) How the recovery of baleen whales will
influence Southern Ocean krill population dynamics, and (2)
whether horizontal and vertical size segregation provide an axis
of heterogeneity that would support multiple niches for baleen
whale species with different foraging needs.
It appears evident that the fjords along the West Antarctic
Peninsula are key foraging grounds for behaviorally adaptable
humpback whales throughout their feeding season, but which
fjord provides the best foraging conditions and draws the most
whales appears to vary both within and across seasons (Nowacek
et al., 2011, this study, personal obs.). We found that Charlotte
Bay specifically can support a large population of both predators
and prey and is likely important habitat for this protected species.
Future research should examine the forces that drive year-by-year
changes in the region that may indicate the size and availability of
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